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INTRODUCTION
Web3 is revolutionizing project governance, making it more decentralized and adding
ownership incentives. However, challenges still exist:
The multitude of competing Web3 infrastructure projects has helped innovation but
has fractured the market in some cases.
DAO governance has struggled to find the ideal balance between decentralization and
efficiency.
Corporations have an important role in Web3 yet have been underrepresented in
project governance.
To meet these challenges we introduce the Standards DAO (“decentralized autonomous
organization”), a new framework for governing, implementing, and growing Web3 infrastructure
projects. The Standards DAO uses:
A US 501c6 or Swiss association legal umbrella to allow stakeholders in an industry to
collaborate on infrastructure projects and standards creation,
Web3/DAO tokenomics to incent participation and market adoption,
Smart contracts to decentralize governance beyond what is feasible in traditional
consortiums.
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BACKGROUND
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Web2 projects focus on creating a monopoly with centralized governance. In contrast, Web3
projects achieve adoption through decentralized governance. The playbook is for a private
company to create a Swiss foundation that issues ownership tokens to the private company,
investors, early adopters, and a grant fund.

Often, holding these tokens gives individuals

governance rights in the decision-making of the foundation and the project.
Recently, DAOs (decentralized autonomous organizations) have become an alternative to the
Swiss foundation by allowing projects to go completely on-chain for governance.

A set of

smart contracts is created to specify the governance mechanisms and issue tokens to
developers, early adopters, investors, and future projects.
The common thread between Swiss foundations and DAOs is that they are designed with the
assumption that members are individuals, not corporations. Unlike individuals who have few
legal concerns, many corporations have strict requirements that Swiss foundations or DAOs
may not be able to meet.
Web3 Infrastructure
Web3 infrastructure projects are generally decentralized, but inefficiencies arise when there
are competing infrastructure projects. For example, there are multiple name service projects
(Ethereum Name Service, Unstoppable Domains, and others) that developers need to
support.

Contrast this to Web2, which has only one name service- DNS.

Competing

incompatible projects creates significant overhead for developers as they must either pick one
project to support, which reduces utility, or support them all, which increases effort and gas
fees.
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Industry Standards
Industry standards exist to solve incompatibility issues.

However, with traditional

standardization efforts there is an inherent “tragedy of the commons” problem, where there is a
lack of incentives for contributing to a project since everyone will benefit from the project
anyway. Most often one company contributes most of the resources because they are either
the dominant player in the ecosystem or have a business model that benefits from the creation
of the standard (patent royalties, product revenue, consulting opportunities, etc.). Often such
business models do not materialize as expected (Ericsson with Bluetooth and IBM with
Hyperledger Fabric). This tragedy of the commons problem also affects critical open source
projects (such as OpenSSL), which are often under-resourced.
Standardization projects have varying levels of decentralization in governance.

Some are

controlled by a single entity (e.g.- the government or a dominant industry player) whereas
others have many board members with equal power.

Consortium governance gets difficult

beyond a few dozen board members so there is a limit to the amount of decentralization in
governance.
Most international consortiums are US 501c6 corporations.

501c6 corporations have long

been the vehicle of choice to manage the creation of widely-used industry standards (e.g.Bluetooth SIG and WiFi Alliance), technology specifications, and/or the development of opensource software (e.g.- Linux Foundation). According to the US Internal Revenue Service:
Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code provides for the exemption of business
leagues, chambers of commerce, real estate boards, boards of trade and professional
football leagues, which are not organized for profit and no part of the net earnings of
which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual. A 501c6 is a US
corporation with a non-profit designation.
Unfortunately the United States does not have clear regulations with regards to tokens. This
makes the Swiss association also an attractive vehicle for DAOs. The Libra Association was
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created as a Swiss association.

Other collaboration formats include joint ventures and

contractual agreements, to name a few, but they are hard to manage when membership is
large, diverse, and constantly changing.

THE STANDARDS DAO
The Standards DAO is a governance framework designed for Web3 standards creation and
infrastructure projects. It has four key elements:
1. A shell corporation (US 501c6 or Swiss association) to meet the legal needs of
corporations, and a large board of directors populated by DAO members to achieve
immediate decentralization.
2. One or more governance and/or utility tokens to incentivize contributions to the DAO.
3. Smart contracts to enable further decentralization and other Web3 governance
mechanisms like staking.
Governance
At the top level a Standards DAO is governed by a large board of directors. These board
seats are filled by a representative of a member company (one board seat per company).
Companies may choose from different levels of membership that have different annual fees
and privileges. The most common format is:
Board member- highest annual fee with one voting board seat,
Working group member- voting rights in working groups,
Standard member- lowest annual fee with voting rights at membership meetings.
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Standards DAOs adhere to antitrust guidelines that ensure industry participants do not collude
on prices or restrict competition.

Standards DAOs also allow any company to join the

organization and have an objective criteria for accepting members onto the board to avoid
such antitrust issues.
Many consortiums use software to manage governance. There are even SaaS management
solutions, like Causeway, that are built specifically to manage consortiums. Standards DAOs
can opt for centralized software management solutions initially and then migrate to smart
contracts as they grow.
Intellectual Property
Intellectual property rights (IPR) are a fact of life with corporations. Some of the most active
participants in consortiums have huge patent portfolios that they use for revenue or defensive
purposes and are highly sensitive to the management of IP in alliances.

Standards DAOs

require compliance with an IPR agreement that allows all participants, big and small, to feel
comfortable contributing technology while protecting patent rights.

For example, Standards

DAOs allow IP owners to license on a royalty-bearing or royalty-free basis, but there are
significant incentives to choose the latter.

All Standards DAOs require licensing on a

reasonable and non-discriminatory (RAND) basis

STANDARDS DAO TOKENOMICS
DAOs use tokens to reward contributors of resources and capital. DAOs also use tokens to
reward early adoption of the project. The exact tokenomics depends on the particular DAO and
the projects, but every Standards DAO has at least one token used for governance.
Standards DAO tokens are allocated in a transparent manner:
The allocation split between technology creators and adopters is set up-front.
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The allocation mechanism is also defined up-front.

For technology contributors

tokens are allocated on a pro-rata total contribution value basis. For adopters tokens
can use a verifiable metric like gas fees or account growth.
All members of the DAO receive at least some tokens due to their membership dues
and attendance. Staking allows non-board members to participate in board
governance.
Standards DAOs can choose to issue separate tokens for each DAO project, or “universal”
tokens that work with more than one project.

Rolling up multiple tokens into one has the

potential to “declutter” the Web3 token landscape.

SMART CONTRACTS
Traditional consortium boards are capped at dozens of board members because anything
larger would make the organization hard to govern. While this level of decentralization is an
improvement on most Web3 projects, it is still limiting. For example, if a Standards DAO’s
network is to be secured by a thousand validator nodes, putting every node operator on the
board is desirable for governance, but infeasible from a coordination standpoint.
Software (such as smart contracts) can be used to increase the size of the board beyond what
is traditionally feasible by streamlining the decision-making process.

If the software comes in

the form of blockchain smart contracts the results of voting are immutable and transparent to
all. Returning to the validator use case alluded to above, with smart contracts it is possible to
have thousands of validator operators on a Standards DAO board, all voting on decisions.
Smart contracts also allow non-board members to stake with board members and therefore
have a say in board governance.

Smart contracts can automate working group decision-

making, subgroup creation, governance, and many other procedures that are difficult to
manage in large organizations without them.
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SUBGROUPS
Organizations such as the Linux Foundation have popularized the concept of subgroups,
which are self-governing projects under the umbrella of the parent 501c6 corporation. These
subgroups can leverage the parent organization’s tax designation and administrative support
while maintaining their own governance, collecting their own membership fees, and having
their own infrastructure. The Hyperledger Foundation is one of dozens of subgroups under the
Linux Foundation umbrella.

The Standards DAO framework adds two innovations to this

subgroup concept:
At any time a Standards DAO subgroup can elect to spin out of the parent
organization and create their own independent entity. A subgroup can also choose to
further integrate into the parent organization. This gives even more autonomy to new
projects.
Standards DAO subgroups can take advantage of the parent organization’s
decentralized governance to launch a token. Subgroups can also choose to roll their
tokens into existing parent organization tokens, which is valuable for smaller projects
that might not be able to get traction with their own token.
Thus, a new Web3 infrastructure project can benefit greatly by becoming a subgroup of a
Standards DAO and there is little downside.

CONCLUSION
Hypergrowth of Web3 users, developers, and projects has led to a burst in innovation but also
a fracturing of critical infrastructure. Traditional industries use consortiums to prevent this
fracturing, but problems such as contribution incentives and limits to decentralization remain.
DAO practices can address these incentive and decentralization issues, but current DAOs are
not designed for corporations and have struggled balancing decentralization and efficiency.
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The Standards DAO marries traditional consortium best practices with DAO mechanics to
become an attractive governance framework for Web3 infrastructure projects.
Legal Disclaimer
Wivity’s team has worked with many law firms specializing in consortium law over the years
and some of the conclusions in this paper come from advice given by these firms. However
this paper has not had legal review or endorsement from any attorney so this paper should not
be taken as legal advice.
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ABOUT US
Wivity® creates and manages governance
organizations for Web3 infrastructure projects. Its
Standards DAO™ framework combines consortium
best practices with decentralized autonomous
organization (DAO) mechanics to help industries
implement and govern decentralized infrastructure.
Standards DAO reflects Wivity’s decades of
experience in consortium operations including
legal, governance, technical, and processes. It is
used by companies in industries ranging from
distributed energy to the metaverse. To learn more,
visit wivity.com.
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